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c:x::MMENTS 00 RICHARD DAY'S "FAR-i CXJ'l'RJT DOCISlOOS
AND ADAPrIVE EXXlNO.\llC BEHAVIOR: ROCEm' THEDRErICAL CONSIDERATIONS"

by

David Zilberman and GJrdon C. Rausser

Day's presentation outlines an interesting set of issues that are directed

at micromodeling in agriculture. Had could we not concur with his recommenda-

tions that actual behavioral patterns of fa.nrers should be studied and dcx::u-

mented more intensely and carefully, that more efforts are needed on

conceptual models of agricultural firm behavior, that the assumptions under-

lying these rn<:iIels should correspond more closely with reality, and that more

emphasis should be given to understanding the behavior of the agricultural

sector rather than its estimation and prediction? TO be sure, these recom-

mendations have a familiar ring. The real important question is balancing the

trade-off between simplicity and accuracy in micromodel SPeCifications for

various p...1rposes. '!be PJrpose for a particular rnodel effort will, in large

part, dictate the trade-off between complexity and inaccuracy. Armed with

this perSPective, we are more optimistic than Day on the profession's ability

to predict and estimate the impact of policies on the evolution of the agri-

cultural sector and the potential contribution of economics in determining the

shape and form of agricultural policies.

Before launching into an evaluation of Day's arguments, let us first out-

line his views in their most }?Jsitive light. He criticizes the stfltic:

equilibrium aH?roach taken Uj the majority of microeconomic studies. Ep

empl1/.lsi zes the need to incoq;:crate dynamic feed b:1cks , disequilibr iUtfl, i;r.~r-

feet markets, and bounded human abilities in microeconomic m:Xiels of the farm



sector. He outlines a frameoork that he has advocated for sane time, namely,

adaptive economics as being capable of incorporating these features in micro-

economic model representations.

The realization that assumptions of conventional neoclassical models of

perfect competitim do not hold for u. S. agriculture is hardly noveL

Actually, many of the m:x1els of the u. S. farm sector that provide much of the

foundation for conventional wisdom are heuristic; these models have dominated

other m::Xlels in influencing and shaping U. S. agricultural policy. Mc>reover,

they include-admittedly in a loose fashion--sane of the i.mp:>rtant elements

that Day argues must be incorporated in useful microrocx:1els. Unfortunately,

much of this \'iOrk is overlooked in Day's survey. The particular models we

have in mind are:

1. T. W. SChultz's m:x1el of u. S. agriculture. This m:x1el emphasizes the

inherent disequilibrium in the farm sector induced by the dynamics of techno-

logical change, the law elasticities bf demand for agricultural products, and

the rigidity of agricultural supply response. In this formulation, the fre-

quent technological innovations in modern agriculture initiate a process of

natural selection, and farmers with superior abilities to deal with disequi-

librium survive and prosper.

2. Cbchrane's model of the "technol~cal treadmill." This m:x1el assumes

that the dynamics of agriculture is driven by exogenous technological change.

~ne ability to adopt new technologies discriminates arnongor distinguishes

v,.':lrious farmers. Fanners operate with limited foresight of future prices;

thus, the rates oE return from adoption of n2'''' technologies by .bt2 adopters

is belON the static c"--:I'.lilibriumlevels. Furthermore, some of t.he lc.!te

Cldo:Jters-and certaintly the nonadopters--~ray face shutaown conditi.')..s.

3. G. L. Jo~".'0~'; ::'CXJel of asse~ fixi. ty. Johnson perceives i.'l'Jricultural

j:l[-'Jt markets to b? i:-:;p::dect with spread:; r:~t'Ween purchase a,1t'1 ~::;:lh~ prices of
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inp.1ts causing asymnetric supply responses for farm products. 'Ihese

asymmetric responses are more elastic for price increases than for price

decreases.

The above heuristic frameworks provide the foundation for developing and

applying microeconomic models in agriculture. '!bey can, and have been, used

as points of departure for rigorous Irodeling of the agricultural sector. In

addition, they provide the threads to sew together a frame\'K>rk that is consis

tent with Day's ootion of adaptive economics.

~ of the key elements of Day's adaptive econanic approach is its focus

on behavioral frameworks. However, there are three major tyPes of model

frame\'K>rks that are used in microeconomic analysis: (a) traditional neo

classical microm:x1els assuming full information, profit maximization, perfect

competition in both input and output markets, and neoclassical production

functions; (b) behavioral Irodels assuming bounded rationality (limited <:::anpu

tational and informational capacities of economic agents), satisficing rather

than optimizing behavior, and ad hoc decision rules; and (c) new industrial

organization models assuming optimizing behavior subject to informational and

computational constraints or cost and imperfect markets. Many of the latter

models focus on institutions and finn behavior reSUlting from imperfect infor

mation and uncertainty. For example, Spence demonstrated the role education

plays as a signal in labor markets; Stiglitz alerts us to the role that risk

ratings and deductibles playas signals in insurance markets; a~d Akerlof ex

plores various m~hanisms for discrimi.n3.tLng among \'K>rkers wi.th different

abilities. l 'Ib ~ sure, we have very little eXPerience with the more ad

vanced new inc1ustcial organization P.1o.1els that have appeared in the literature.

The traditional r.eoclassical modelf; a::-e the most frequently employed in
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agricultural empirical applications. This is understandable--they are easier

to implement and are consistent with the simple intuition of most researchers.

In constrast, behavioristic models are more specific and, as a P2sult, admit

less general inferences to be drawn. 110reover, their empirical counterparts

generally require specific software and, thus, their implementation is more

costly than neoclassical models. For many specific applications, the gain in

accuracy resulting from behavioristic frameworks does not warrant the addi

tional computational cost that is associated with such models. For these

applications, the simplicity offered by the traditional neoclassical models

outweighs their greater inaccuracy.

Compared to the new industrial organization models, behavioristic models

are less general and do not offer the same richness of insights. Actually,

the new industrial organization models might be viewed as an outgrowth of the

conflict between the neoclassical and behavioristic paradigms even though

these two paradigms have different focuses (the neoclassical paradigm focuses

on the market while the behavioristic paradigm focuses on the internal

organization of individual firms). The focus of the new industrial

organization models is to attempt to explain the decision rules and choices

that behavioristic models take as given.

What the above discussion suggests to us is that the exclusive use of

behavioristic mO(Jels limits the potential value of the adaptive economics

approach. It is our view that more efforts should be devoted to the formula

tion of neVi imlustrial organization models (assuming maximizing behavior and

recognizing imperfect markets, uncerta.inty, and costly info>::mation). These

formulations off,.;c much promise in ez;.Jlaining behavioral patterns and emerging

(declining) instil:utions in the u. S. agricultural sector. In many empirical
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situations, the behavioristic approach can be employed in juxtaposition with a

new industrial organization formulation. This process can occur by using the

behavioristic approach to establish behavioral rules to be investigated and

explained by the new industrial organization-tyPe models. AS a result of this

combined approach, quantitative models can be constructed to predict and

evaluate the effects of alternative policies particularly in the short run

where the rules of behavior are presumed to be constant.

The development of useful quantitative policy models that are based in

part on behavioristic rules for individual firm behavior require aggregation

over farms to yield sectoral behavioral functions. Unlike Day, we are not

overly concerned about microdata availability in the future. It seems to us

that the proliferation of microcomputers will result in very extensive data

networks and simulations using samples for actual distributions of the key

parameters. The information explosion that will result over the next few

decades should allow more accurate quantitative modeling of farmers' response

to alternative policies. A general conceptual framework that takes us in the

direction of such quantitative evaluations has been developed by Rausser,

zilberman, and Just.

In the Rausser, zilberman, and Just framework, the distributional effects

of commercial agricultural policies are emphasiZed. This model simplifies the

individual farrns' multiperiod dynamic optimization problem by imposing myoptic

optimization. 2 This simplification allow3 the introduction of a number of

rr:alistic elemenr:3, e.<]., imperfect capit-3.1 markets, land-pricE' speculation,

varying asset qualities, and asset fixity in farmer decision problems. Ana

lytically der i ved Lt'jgregate relationships and industrywide outCO:<leS are cap

tured. This mryJel hos been generalized to include risk aversion and dynamic
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adju5bnents, as well as tax and monetary policy effects on U. S. agricultural

proouction (Rausser and Zilbermarl). When this basic m:xJel formulation is

ernpiricized, it will represent an application of the adaptive economic

approach for American agriculture which incorporates some of the key ingredi

ents that have been advanced by Schultz, Cochrane, and G. L. Johnson. A num

ber of interesting theoretical propositions have been derived from this

formulation, and it awaits empirical confrontation and actual policy-impact

analysis.

Finally, it should be noted that Day's paper, -Farm Decisions, Maptive

Economics, and Complex Behavior in Agriculture," is quite different from what

he has presented here today. His paper is a survey of adaptive models with

only cursory and superficial references to agriculture. In particular,

Figure 9 is rather mysterious. Why should farmers behave as shown in the

diagram? The diagram is presented, and then we are essentially told that it

is irrelevant. In any event, no justification on normative or positive

grounds is presented. en the whole, the presentation is rather long-winded

and condescending. The idea of defining "efficiencyll or lIequilibrium" to this

PartiCUlar audience see~s rather amazing.

The aoove critical remarks aside, as always, Day has provided a provoca

tive set of issues which are indeed important in future micromodeling efforts

for U. S. agriculture. He outlines some interesting directions which, if

. placed in proper perspective, offer much promise Eor future microecorKy.n1<;

research in agriculture. We are ITore optimistic regarding the potentbl out

comes oE such research efforts than is, apparently, even Day himself.
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Footnotes

*Senior authorship is not assigned.

lThe new industrial organization approach is similar to the "post-Bayesian

paradigm" in statistics (Faden and Rausser). In this paradigm, simplicity-

or the cost of complexity--plays a crucial role. In contrast to the conven

tional Bayesian approach, the cost of information sampling, data collection

and summarization, etc., is treated explicitly in the formulation. Moreover,

in contrast to classical statistics, the "level of .significance" is part of

the choice set rather than predetermined.

2Testafsion has developed conditions for estimating the accuracy of this

approximation.
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